
 
 
Job Title 
Gas Marketing and Scheduling Representative 
 
Apply: https://engie.taleo.net/careersection/jobdetail.ftl?job=LNG00000156&lang=en 
 
Purpose  
Implements commercial tactics for ENGIE Gas and its subsidiaries in the areas of short term (one month 
or less) LNG vapor sales and domestic natural gas sales. Execution of all natural gas vapor and liquid LNG 
sales contracts, pipeline transportation agreements, liquid delivery transportation contracts. Responsible 
for ensuring that the company’s obligations under its firm contracts are fully met and optimized. Responsible 
for the daily commodity sales, commodity purchasing, effective pipeline transportation utilization, ordering, 
and back-office gas accounting for all sales made by ENGIE Gas and its subsidiaries. 
 
Location/Department 
Area of Boston, MA /Gas 
 
Essential Job Functions  
 
Negotiation and deal structure 

 Negotiates price, delivery and nomination of daily interruptible sales, as well as coordinates with 
the Manager, Commercial Operations for deals in excess of one day but not greater than thirty one 
days based on criteria set forth by Senior Management.  

 Negotiates new Gas Pipeline Transportation Agreements and existing pipeline capacity release 
agreements as needed. 

 
Contract execution, analysis and optimization 

 Implements and manages all sales, pipeline supply, and transportation contracts.   
 Utilizes full working knowledge of all LNG and domestic vapor and liquid sales contracts, including 

company and customer obligations, nomination protocols, pertinent regulatory requirements and 
internal company standards including credit requirements.  

 Utilizes full working knowledge of pipeline operations and pipeline transportation contracts 
including rates, communication protocols, nomination requirements, operational flow orders, 
operational imbalances and pipeline tariff provisions. 

 Utilizes full working knowledge of LNG transportation contracts, loading and other operational 
requirements for trucked LNG.  

 Ensures efficient use of Everett LNG storage and downstream assets through the coordination of 
customer requirements and sales opportunities with upstream deliveries and plant operations. 

 
Scheduling 

 Responsible for scheduling all domestic, LNG and pipeline gas sales with customers and interstate 
pipeline through proficient use of pipeline electronic bulletin boards. 

 Responsible for managing pipeline imbalances with pipelines to facilitate changes in supply or to 
increase market opportunities. 

 Ensure that natural gas sales and purchases are scheduled, nominated, and balanced in a timely 
manner in system of record (Endur)  

 Responsible for the preparation and maintenance of short term gas sendout forecasting model to 
identify upcoming supply needs 



 Responsible for managing LNG liquid contracts, trucking companies and customers 
 
Back Office Gas Accounting 

 Responsible for ensuring all data in the gas accounting system is accurate.  
 Responsible for end of month close with regard to gas accounting and billing. 
 Responsible for reconciling billing discrepancies.  
 Complies with all ENGIE North America Gas policies and procedures. 
 Acts as a team member with all employees of ENA staff. 

 
Requirements 

 Requires the ability to communicate effectively, both orally and written, in person and via 
telecommunication techniques. 

 Requires the ability to work and think independently in a fast paced, high stress environment. 
 Requires exceptional planning, organizational and negotiation skills, with an ability to remain 

flexible. 
 Requires Excel skills, as it applies to inventory management 
 Requires basic knowledge of fundamental accounting practices, business plan execution, and 

accounting and budget reports. 
 Requires knowledge of Northeast-Mid Atlantic interstate pipeline system including pipeline and 

LNG storage infrastructure. 
 Must be available to carry out duties on a 24/7 basis, with rotating on-call status 

 
Education/Experience  

 BA/BS in Economics, Business Administration, or equivalent required. 
 Must have at least 5-7 years’ experience in the natural gas or energy industry. 

 
Working Environment 
Work environment characteristics described here are representative of those that must be met by an 
employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  Reasonable accommodations may be 
made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. While performing the duties 
of this job, the employee is not exposed to weather conditions. The noise level in the work environment is 
usually moderate. 
 
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, 
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, national origin, disability, veteran status, or other 
legally protected status. 

 
 


